SECRET 262626Z

PRIORITY CABLE INFO PRIORITY DIA CABLE 2625Z 31 AUG 1965

DIA/FRM: FINE
REF WAVE 2625Z (395-78) 31 AUG 1965
NO NIGHT ACTION

1. REFER TO DIA ON FINAL DECISION AS TO WHETHER AMCORE-2 SHOULD GO TO DCNSP. HOWEVER POINT OUT FOLLOWING:

A. AMCORE-2 OBVIOUSLY HAS INFLUENCE ON INDEBT.

B. BUNKER MOST CONCERNED DURING DAY 25 AUGUST BECAUSE OF UNEXPECTEDLY TOUGH STAND TAKEN BY INDEBT AND GNR IN GENERAL WHICH NOW DELAYING SETTLEMENT. THIS CONCERN INCREASED BY PUNTERS AND CEC STATION REPORT (FROM [REDacted]) THAT INDEBT PLANS TO ANNOUNCE HIS COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL FROM NEGOTIATIONS DURING RALLY ON 29 AUGUST.

C. BECAUSE OF ABOVE IT WOULD GOOD TO HAVE AMCORE-2 ON HAND PRIOR RALLY FOR POSSIBLE STATION DIRECTED PRESSURE ON INDEBT. NOT YET SURE IT WOULD BE GOOD IDEA FOR AMCORE-2 TO ACTUALLY MAKE SPEECH.

D. ABOVE HAS BEEN DISCUSSED WITH AMBASSADOR BENNETT, WHO AGREES.
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RETURN TO CIA
Background Use Only
Do Not Reproduce

[Signature]
2. Should dir authorize ANCORE-2 travel contact plan would be for ANCORE-2 to telephone 29782 RPI 29782 and ask for "Mr. Douglas". Time for meeting would be set by phone place. Not to be mentioned would be room 626 at Hotel Embassy. ANCORE-2 may not recognize name but will recognize person taking contact who was his original KUBARK C/O.

SECRET

CFN: 6687 5254 ANCORE-2 25 GNR (FROM PLAN: ) 29 29782 "MR. DOUGLAS" 626

C/O ANCORE-2. SECRET.